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Abstract: Optical resonators are used for the realisation of ultra-stable frequency lasers. The
use of high reflectivity multi-band coatings allows the frequency locking of several lasers of
different wavelengths to a single cavity. While the noise processes for single wavelength cavities
are well known, the correlation caused by multi-stack coatings has as yet not been analysed
experimentally. In our work, we stabilise the frequency of a 729 nm and a 1069 nm laser to one
mirror pair and determine the residual-amplitude modulation (RAM) and photo-thermal noise
(PTN). We find correlations in PTN between the two lasers and observe coherent cancellation of
PTN for the 1069 nm coating. We show that the fractional frequency instability of the 729 nm
laser is limited by RAM at 1× 10−14. The instability of the 1069 nm laser is at 3× 10−15 close to
the thermal noise limit of 1.5× 10−15.
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1. Introduction

Optical Fabry-Pérot cavities are an indispensable tool in precision experiments like gravitational
wave detectors [1–3], opto-mechanical systems [4–6], micro-cavities [7,8], or optical atomic
clocks [9]. Nowadays, the best optical cavities used for optical clocks reach a fractional length
instability of 4 × 10−17 at 1 s [10]. This instability is limited by the thermal noise of the mirror
coating. It has been proposed to reduce coating thermal noise by employing different materials
and coating stacks [11–14], and this was experimentally demonstrated by introducing aSi into a
highly reflective SiO2/Ta2O5 coating [15].

Apart from laboratory experiments in well-controlled environments, a rising number of
transportable optical clocks [16–23] also have clock laser stabilisation cavities with instabilities
below 1.6×10−16 at 1 s [24]. Additionally, there are cavity designs for space applications [25–28]
requiring even smaller, lighter and more robust setups.

A growing number of spectroscopy experiments use multiple atomic species. The second
species is used for sympathetic sideband cooling on a narrow optical transition [29–33] or readout
via quantum logic [16,34–37]. Therefore, the demand for stabilising multiple narrow-linewidth
lasers by means of an optical cavity is increasing. Separate resonators for each wavelength
are expensive and increase the footprint of the experiment, which is a challenge for various
applications, such as transportable setups or space applications. One solution is to use highly
reflective dual wavelength coating resonators.

Locking multiple lasers to one cavity with one mirror pair has been demonstrated in the past.
Different groups locked multiple lasers for Doppler cooling and repumping on the same mirror
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pair, to reduce the experimental footprint [38,39] and to compensate for thermal drifts [40].
Multi-wavelength coatings are also often used in transfer-cavity approaches [41–51].

In this work we present to our knowledge for the first time the stabilisation of two lasers to a
single narrow-linewidth cavity, using a dual-wavelength coating for 1069 nm and 729 nm and
analyse their frequency instability. The photo-thermal effect [24,52–58] was measured in order
to estimate the resulting frequency instability caused by optical power fluctuations on the mirrors.
In addition, the residual-amplitude modulation (RAM) [59–62] in the setup was characterised.
In the present analysis, we focus on the correlation effects caused by the cavity on both lasers.
For comparison, we performed measurements of the individual lasers with the other physically
blocked. Coherent cancellation effects of the thermal noise between the different coating stacks
were observed and characterised.

2. Experimental setup

In this experiment we used a 50 mm long, cubic, ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass spacer [63].
The mirror substrates with 0.5" diameter were made from ULE glass. One mirror is flat while the
other has a radius of curvature of R2 = 500 mm. The non-reflective side of each mirror is wedged
(0.5 °) to prevent etalons. The quarter-wave stacks of the coating for the 1069 nm light are on
the substrate, with the 729 nm coating stack on top. The coating order was chosen such as to
minimise the absorption losses in the coatings and maximise the transmission of the 729 nm light.
High transmission is important for (self-)injection-locking a slave diode to the cavity-filtered light
in order to improve spectral purity [64–68]. The coating stacks (Made by Layertec) were made
of SiO2 and Nb2O5. The finesse was measured via a ring-down measurement. This resulted in a
finesse of 67.2 k and 50.1 k for the 1069 nm and 729 nm cavities, respectively. For this cavity the
main contribution to the thermal noise limit is given by the mirror substrate, where the main
limitation for times between 0.01 s to 10 s is from Brownian noise. The calculated instability
flicker frequency floor for the 729 nm frequency instability was modσy = 1.5 × 10−15 using the
method shown in [69]. The thermal noise limit for the 1069 nm cavity is around 20 % lower than
the 729 nm thermal noise floor, when only the 1069 nm coating is considered. The difference in
coating thickness has only a small impact since it is not the main contributor to the thermal noise
limit. The power spectral density of the substrate’s thermal noise of the 1069 nm cavity is 2 (3)
times larger than the coating thermal noise when the whole (only the 1069 nm) coating stack
contributes to the Brownian noise. In the plots presented below, we always show the fractional
frequency fluctuations of the 729 nm thermal noise limit.

The estimated frequency shift from acceleration is below the thermal-noise limit for typical
laboratory environments. This is achieved by mounting the spacer via four edges of the
cube to obtain high mounting symmetry [63]. The measured sensitivity to accelerations
at 10 Hz acceleration modulation is: σx = 2.8(6) × 10−11/g, σy = 6.9(3) × 10−11/g and
σz = 7.7(5) × 10−11/g. In principle, insensitivities on the order of 10−12/g should be feasible
with this spacer for two of the three directions, as shown in previous work [63]. For additional
vibrational decoupling of the cavity, it was placed on an active vibration isolation platform
(Tablestable, AVI600-M). With the given sensitivity, we reach a fractional frequency instability
contribution from vibrations of <4 × 10−16 at 1s.

To reduce temperature drifts, the resonator was thermally isolated. Two heat shields provide
passive temperature stability and the outer heat shield was actively regulated by four peltier
elements. The mounting and the heat shields are shown in [26]. The zero crossing of the
resonator’s coefficient of thermal expansion was measured to be at 28.5(1.0) ◦C. A 1% fluctuation
at a pressure of 2 × 10−6 Pa at the ion pump, will cause a frequency instability of <1 × 10−16.

The 1069 nm and the 729 nm lasers are both extended cavity diode lasers. To transfer the
cavity’s fractional length stability to the laser’s fractional frequency stability, we used a Pound-
Drever-Hall (PDH) locking scheme [70–72]. The modulation frequency for the 1069 nm laser
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was 12.3 MHz, applied with a wedged electro-optical modulator (EOM Qubig, PM7-NIR+w).
The 729 nm laser was modulated at 12.7 MHz with a Brewster-cut EOM (Qubig, PM7-NIR+BC).
We used two branches for feedback via a PID regulator: the fast signal controlled the laser diode
current and the slow signal the external cavity grating angle. The optical setup is depicted in
Fig. 1. Both laser beams are superposed in front of the cavity with a dichroic mirror. The light
transmitted through the cavity was separated with a dichroic mirror to stabilise the transmitted
optical power of each laser individually. For each wavelength, the transmitted light beam was
split and two photodiodes were used to separately detect power fluctuations. One photodiode
signal was used for the control circuit and the second allowed for an out-of-loop measurement.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The red and the blue lines
show the 729 nm laser path and 1069 nm laser path, respectively. Black lines represent
electronic connections. PLL=Phase-locked loop; PID=Proportional-Integral-Derivative
regulator [73]
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The red and the blue lines show the
729 nm laser path and 1069 nm laser path, respectively. Black lines represent electronic
connections. PLL=Phase-locked loop; PID=Proportional-Integral-Derivative regulator [73]

For the frequency instability measurement, both laser frequencies were compared to a stable
reference laser via an optical frequency comb. The comb was locked to a 1542 nm laser with
a fractional frequency instability of 4 × 10−17 at 1 s [10]. Applying a transfer beat [74,75] we
measured the instability of both lasers using a synchronous frequency counter in lambda counting
mode [76]. By transfer locking both lasers to the frequency comb [75] via a phase-locked loop,
we were able to extract frequency and phase shifts from the error signal.

3. Measurement and results

3.1. Photo-thermal effect

Changes in the cavity resonance frequency can be caused by light power fluctuations. This
is known as the photo-thermal effect [24,52,53,55–57]. The absorption of light increases
the temperature in coating and substrate, causing thermal expansion. This process results in
photo-thermal elastic (PTE) noise. Temperature changes can also affect the refractive index of
the coating, altering the optical-path length and thus the resonance condition [54]. This process
results in photo-thermal refractive (PTR) noise. In a dual-wavelength setup, both light beams
are partially absorbed in the mirror coating. Thus, power fluctuations of both affect the cavity’s
resonances. We assume that the modulation of laser light power is slower than the heat exchange
between all coating layers [58]. This means that the coating layer temperature along the beam
propagation direction is time independent, and that the power absorption of both lasers will cause
the same optical length change for equal amounts of dissipated power.

The theory of photo-thermal noise (PTN) for Bragg mirrors was first described in [79]. Here,
we use the equations given the supplement. Based on the material parameters (see Table 1),
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the optical length change X caused by light power fluctuations can be calculated for a given
mirror. The total length change X is caused by the PTR effect of the mirror coating X(ct)

PTR, the
PTE effect of the mirror coating X(ct)

PTE, and the PTE effect of the mirror substrate X(sb)
PTE. The total

length change X is a complex number whose absolute value |X | can be interpreted as the mirror
displacement and arg(X) is the phase between the absorbed power change and the length change.
Thus, a change of phase by 180 ◦Q changes the sign of X. The overall shift is then calculated by
adding all three contributions:

|X | = |X(ct)
PTR + X(ct)

PTE + X(sb)
PTE |. (1)

Since the PTE effect and PTR effect may be out of phase, it is possible to have a coherent
cancellation between the three parts. The formulas can be used to design a coating with coherent
cancellation between the PTR and PTE effect as shown in [80] to reduce PTN for a certain
frequency range of the power noise spectrum.

Table 1. Material parameters used. Here, η is Poisson’s ratio, α is
the coefficient of thermal expansion, κ is the thermal conductivity, Y

is Young’s modulus, C is the specific heat per volume, Φ is the
mechanical loss factor, and β the thermorefractive index. The
parameters are taken from [24,77,78] and references therein.

Nb2O5 SiO2 ULE

η 0.2 0.17 0.17

α(1/K) 5.8 × 10−6 2.2 × 10−6 0 ± 3 × 10−8

κ (W/[Km]) assumed: 1 1.38 1.38

Y (GPA) 68 72 67.6

C (MJ/[m3K]) 2.71 1.64 1.7

Φ 4.6 × 10−4 2 × 10−4 1.6 × 10−5

β (1/K) 1.43 × 10−5 8 × 10−6 -

n (1069 nm) 2.25 1.46 -

n (729 nm) 2.29 1.46 -

The cavity’s length sensitivity to power fluctuations can be measured by modulating the
power of the laser light and hence the absorbed power. For the optical power calibration, we
measured the transmitted laser light on a photodiode. We further expect that the measured power
transmission through the cavity is proportional to the power circulating in the cavity and therefore
to the absorbed power in the coatings. As the ratio between scattered and absorbed light is
unknown, we cannot infer the absorbed power (see below). The amplitude and the phase of the
laser frequency change can be extracted from the error signal of the transfer lock to the reference
laser and were converted into an optical length change. This measurement was performed for
power modulation frequencies from 10 mHz to 100 Hz. We investigated two cases. In the first,
each laser frequency was locked to the resonator resonance frequency while the other laser was
physically blocked. For the second, we locked both lasers to the resonator’s respective resonance
frequencies and one laser was power modulated, and then vice versa.

Let us first look at the frequency response of the 729 nm laser frequency as a function of its
light power modulation. Figure 2 shows the corresponding optical length change of the resonator
per transmitted power. The 729 nm laser power modulation showed no measurable difference
between 1069 nm light blocked or frequency coupled to the resonator. The shown curves are fits
of material parameters to account for effects such as the dependence on coating layer deposition
[81] or the use of substrate [82]. We therefore use combination of material parameters as free
parameters, i.e. Pabs/trans × αct, Pabs/trans × βct, Cct, κct and Pabs/trans × αsb. Here, Pabs/trans is
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the unknown scaling factor between transmission and absorption. As this is a fully correlated
parameter, it cannot be determined by a fit independent from the material parameters. We fitted
the data to the 1069 nm PTN sensitivity and 729 nm PTN sensitivity simultaneously, because
the material parameters are the same in both cases. The fit parameters are shown in Table 2.
The fitted curves of the substrate show that it does not contribute much to the 729 nm PTN
sensitivity due to its low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The expansion of the coating is
the dominant contribution to the 729 nm laser frequency change. Most of the 729 nm power is
reflected in the first layers, so that the 1069 nm stack does not make a significant contribution to
the PTR noise.

Fig. 2. Evaluation of the 729 nm laser frequency PTN sensitivity with theory fit to
the measurement data. The upper figure shows the sensitivity and the lower one
shows the phase relation. The laser modulated in power during the measurement
is indicated by "mod.". The "alone" indicates that the 1069 nm laser was blocked.
The shown measurement points are the average of three different power modulation
settings. The contributions to the overall 729 nm PTN curves are shown for the 729 nm
power modulation case with fitted material parameters. The difference in measured
displacement between both lasers is due to the normalisation per transmitted power.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of the 729 nm laser frequency PTN sensitivity with theory fit to the
measurement data. The upper figure shows the sensitivity and the lower one shows the phase
relation. The laser modulated in power during the measurement is indicated by "mod.". The
"alone" indicates that the 1069 nm laser was blocked. The shown measurement points are
the average of three different power modulation settings. The contributions to the overall
729 nm PTN curves are shown for the 729 nm power modulation case with fitted material
parameters. The difference in measured displacement between both lasers is due to the
normalisation per transmitted power.

Table 2. Summary of expected material values from the literature
and the material values we obtained from the fits in Fig. 2 and 3. The
expected values were calculated using the values in Table 1 and the
equations shown in the supplement. β729

ct was not fitted because the
measurement is not sensitive to the thermorefractive noise of the
729 nm coating. β1069

ct and β729
ct were calculated using the thin-film

transfer matrix method described in [83–85].

Literature Fit

αct(1/K) 3.6 × 10−6 Pabs/trans × αct(1/K) 1.80(10) × 10−5

αsb (1/K) ±3 × 10−8 Pabs/trans × αsb(1/K) 1.2(4) × 10−7

κct (W/[Km]) 1.2 κct (W/[Km]) 1.04(10)
Cct (MJ/[m3K]) 2.1 Cct (MJ/[m3K]) 1.37(16)
β729

ct (1/K) 3.2 × 10−6 Pabs/trans × β729
ct (1/K) not fitted

β1069
ct (1/K) 1.54 × 10−4 Pabs/trans × β1069

ct (1/K) 3.02(10) × 10−4
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Next we measured the effect of a power modulation of the 1069 nm laser light on the frequency
response of the 729 nm laser frequency sensitivity, which is also depicted in Fig. 2. The length
change caused by 1069 nm laser light is higher compared to the previous case because of the
higher absorption. This absorption increase is due to 1069 nm light passing through the 729 nm
coating layers, which absorb a certain portion of the light. We assume that the heat transfer
in the coating in axial direction is faster than the laser power modulation, and that the only
difference in PTN sensitivity for the 729 nm laser frequency is due to the amount of absorption
and transmission differences between both lasers. As we scale to transmitted power, we do not
account for this constant difference due to absorption and transmission. Therefore, we multiplied
a constant absorption-to-transmission-ratio factor of ≈ 6.2 to the theory prediction fit of the
729 nm laser. This factor was calculated by the mean of the ratio of the 1069 nm and 729 nm laser
power modulation data from Fig. 2. By using this rescaling we can fit all 729 nm and 1069 nm
results with the same fit parameters. The frequency and phase behaviour due to 1069 nm power
modulation is similar to the 729 nm power modulation case. So the absorption of light in lower
layers of the coating does not change the PTN for the 729 nm laser.

The 1069 nm laser frequency sensitivity due to a modulation of optical laser power is shown in
Fig. 3. Comparing Fig. 3 to Fig. 2, one can see that the 1069 nm PTN sensitivity is two orders
of magnitude lower than the 729 nm PTN sensitivity. This is the case for power modulation by
the 729 nm and 1069 nm laser. The PTE and PTR effect are out of phase and the amplitude of
both effects is nearly identical. This leads to a coherent cancellation. While the refractive index
change of the 729 nm stack has an impact on the optical path length of the 1069 nm light, the
1069 nm stack has no impact on the optical path length of the 729 nm light because the 1069 nm
stack is positioned behind the 729 nm stack. Thus, the PTR contribution to the 1069 nm laser’s
frequency (Fig. 3) change is much larger compared to that of the 729 nm laser (Fig. 2) at the
same light power modulation. The use of the transfer matrix approach implies that the amount of
PTE noise is the same in both cases.

Table 2. Summary of expected material values from the literature and the material
values we obtained from the fits in Fig. 2 and 3. The expected values were calculated
using the values in Tab. 1 and the equations shown in the supplement. 𝛽729

ct was not
fitted because the measurement is not sensitive to the thermorefractive noise of the
729 nm coating. 𝛽1069

ct and 𝛽729
ct were calculated using the thin-film transfer matrix

method described in [83–85].
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𝛼ct(1/K) 3.6 × 10−6 𝑃abs/trans × 𝛼ct(1/K) 1.80(10) × 10−5

𝛼sb (1/K) ±3 × 10−8 𝑃abs/trans × 𝛼sb(1/K) 1.2(4) × 10−7

^ct (W/[Km]) 1.2 ^ct (W/[Km]) 1.04(10)
𝐶ct (MJ/[m3K]) 2.1 𝐶ct (MJ/[m3K]) 1.37(16)
𝛽729

ct (1/K) 3.2 × 10−6 𝑃abs/trans × 𝛽729
ct (1/K) not fitted

𝛽1069
ct (1/K) 1.54 × 10−4 𝑃abs/trans × 𝛽1069

ct (1/K) 3.02(10) × 10−4

layers of the coating does not change the PTN for the 729 nm laser.174

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the 1069 nm laser frequency PTN sensitivity with fit to measure-
ment data. The upper figure shows the optical length change measured with the 1069 nm
laser, while the lower figure shows the phase relation. The contributions to the overall
1069 nm displacement curves are shown for the 729 nm power modulation case with
fitted material parameters. The shown measurement points are the average of three
different power modulation settings.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of the 1069 nm laser frequency PTN sensitivity with fit to measurement
data. The upper figure shows the optical length change measured with the 1069 nm laser,
while the lower figure shows the phase relation. The contributions to the overall 1069 nm
displacement curves are shown for the 729 nm power modulation case with fitted material
parameters. The shown measurement points are the average of three different power
modulation settings.
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Using the fit results together with measurements of the absorption, loss and transmittance of
the cavity, one can derive lower bounds for the material parameters. The loss of the 729 nm cavity
is 39(1) ppm and its transmission 23(1) ppm measured in only one direction. Our measurements
also showed that the 1069 nm cavity has a loss of 39(3) ppm and a transmission of 11(3) ppm. To
obtain the lower boundaries of the material parameters, we assume that all losses for the 1069 nm
laser light are absorption losses (no scattering loss) such that P729

abs/trans<0.59, which gives us
αmeas

ct >3.06(17) × 10−5 1/K, αmeas
sb >2.0(7) × 10−7 1/K, and β1069,meas

ct >5.11(17) × 10−5. For αct,
the measured value is one order of magnitude larger than the literature value (see Table 2). This
deviation can be contributed to a low αSiO2

ct value. As discussed in [82,85] the measured values
between the bulk material or a thin film can differ because of microstructure, interface, and the
underlying substrate. For the thermal expansion of Nb2O5, the reported literature values for
αNb2O5

ct vary from −2× 10−6 1/K to 5.8× 10−6 1/K [82,86,87]. The thermal refractive index β1069
ct

is also higher than the literature value (see Table 2) due to the larger CTE. The thermal expansion
of the substrate αsb is higher than expected for ULE material. The mirrors and the spacer are of
the same kind of ULE glass (not the same batch), so the mirrors are operated close to the thermal
zero crossing. The large discrepancy is most likely due to the low sensitivity of the fit to the
substrate’s thermal expansion. The fitted material parameters indeed changed by no more than
2σ when αmeas

sb was set equal to the upper end of the literature value of 3.0 × 10−8 1/K. The heat
capacitance values exhibit a large spread as is known from the literature [77]. Our value differs
by at least 3σ compared to the closest literature value. For the thermal conductance, our value is
in agreement with the literature value (see Table 2).

With the PTN sensitivity determined in Fig. 2 and 3, we can estimate the laser frequency
fluctuations due to laser power fluctuations in the resonator. Fig. 4 shows that the frequency
instability for the 1069 nm and the 729 nm laser is not limited by PTN. For the measurement,
both lasers are power stabilised using photodiodes behind the cavity. Two additional out-of-loop
photodiodes measure the remaining power fluctuations of the light transmitted through the cavity.
The PTN of both cavities, 729 nm and 1069 nm, is mainly limited by the power fluctuations of
the 1069 nm laser, which can be explained by the larger absorption-to-transmission ratio for the
1069 nm light compared to 729 nm light.
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also showed that the 1069 nm cavity has a loss of 39(3) ppm and a transmission of 11(3) ppm. To189

obtain the lower boundaries of the material parameters, we assume that all losses for the 1069 nm190

laser light are absorption losses (no scattering loss) such that 𝑃729
abs/trans < 0.59, which gives us191

𝛼meas
ct > 3.06(17) × 10−5 1/K, 𝛼meas

sb > 2.0(7) × 10−7 1/K, and 𝛽
1069,meas
ct > 5.11(17) × 10−5.192

For 𝛼ct, the measured value is one order of magnitude larger than the literature value (see Tab. 2).193

This deviation can be contributed to a low 𝛼
SiO2
𝑐𝑡 value. As discussed in [82, 85] the measured194

values between the bulk material or a thin film can differ because of microstructure, interface,195

and the underlying substrate. For the thermal expansion of Nb2O5, the reported literature values196

for 𝛼Nb2O5
𝑐𝑡 vary from −2 × 10−6 1/K to 5.8 × 10−6 1/K [82, 86, 87]. The thermal refractive index197

𝛽1069
ct is also higher than the literature value (see Tab. 2) due to the larger CTE. The thermal198

expansion of the substrate 𝛼𝑠𝑏 is higher than expected for ULE material. The mirrors and the199

spacer are of the same kind of ULE glass (not the same batch), so the mirrors are operated close200

to the thermal zero crossing. The large discrepancy is most likely due to the low sensitivity of201

the fit to the substrate’s thermal expansion. The fitted material parameters indeed changed by no202

more than 2𝜎 when 𝛼meas
sb was set equal to the upper end of the literature value of 3.0× 10−8 1/K.203

The heat capacitance values exhibit a large spread as is known from the literature [77]. Our value204

differs by at least 3𝜎 compared to the closest literature value. For the thermal conductance, our205

value is in agreement with the literature value (see Tab. 2).206

Fig. 4. Evaluation of fractional frequency instability due to the PTN of each laser.
Figure a) [b)] shows the PTN for the 729 nm [1069 nm] laser. Both have a PTN
below the thermal noise limit of the cavity. For reference, the electronic noise of the
photodiodes is also shown.

With the PTN sensitivity determined in Fig. 2 and 3, we can estimate the laser frequency207

fluctuations due to laser power fluctuations in the resonator. Fig. 4 shows that the frequency208

instability for the 1069 nm and the 729 nm laser is not limited by PTN. For the measurement,209

both lasers are power stabilised using photodiodes behind the cavity. Two additional out-of-loop210

Fig. 4. Evaluation of fractional frequency instability due to the PTN of each laser. Figure a)
[b)] shows the PTN for the 729 nm [1069 nm] laser. Both have a PTN below the thermal
noise limit of the cavity. For reference, the electronic noise of the photodiodes is also shown.
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3.2. Residual amplitude modulation (RAM)

In the PDH lock the laser light needs to be phase modulated with a fixed frequency. The
demodulation of the reflected light of the cavity converts laser frequency fluctuations into
amplitude fluctuations of an electronic signal. Additional optical amplitude fluctuations at the
modulation frequency are called RAM and result in an offset of the electronic error signal that
can change with time and thus compromise the frequency stability of the laser. One cause of
RAM is birefringence in the EOM [60,61]. Another cause is that parasitic etalons affect the light
amplitude of the carrier and sidebands differently [59,62]. There are stabilisation schemes which
can mitigate the effect of RAM [62,88–93].

We investigated the fractional frequency instability added by RAM for two cases. First,
we showed the fractional frequency instability caused by RAM for each laser by physically
blocking the light of the other laser. Second, we stabilised both lasers to the cavity to observe
cross-correlations which might increase the amount of RAM compared to the first case.

We measured RAM using a method similar to the one described in [24]. For this, we measured
the laser frequency to voltage conversion (frequency discriminant) by modulating the PDH error
signal with a known voltage and measured the corresponding frequency change at the frequency
comb while the laser was locked to the cavity. This resulted in ≈ 60 kHz

V for both lasers. For the
measurement of RAM we tuned the laser away from resonance (around 150 MHz). The voltage
fluctuations were measured and multiplied by the frequency discriminant to get the frequency
instability caused by RAM.

In Fig. 5 (a), (b) we see the fractional frequency instability of the 729 nm [1069 nm] laser
caused by RAM. For the 729 nm laser, the instability caused by RAM is above the thermal
noise limit, therefore limiting the laser’s fractional frequency instability. Typically, Brewster-cut
and wedged EOMs introduce less RAM compared to other EOM types [94,95]. RAM voltage
fluctuations of the order of 10 ppm (see, e.g., [95]) would decrease frequency fluctuations to
a level of 10−15. Therefore, the birefringence of the EOM is unlikely to be the reason for the
high RAM. We see indications for parasitic etalons due to a correlation between error signal
and the scanned laser frequency far off-resonance. This was measured using a method similar to
that in [59]. We found a modulation which could be caused by an etalon with a length of 5 m.
This etalon is most likely located between the acousto-optical modulator and the optical isolator,
therefore including the EOM (see Fig. 1). We do not expect that the RAM differs for the different
cases since both lasers are phase modulated at different frequencies, which is corroborated by the
near identical frequency instability of the 729 nm laser for the two cases. The slight difference in
RAM for the two 729 nm laser cases can be most likely be attributed to temperature, pressure and
humidity fluctuations in the lab over the course of the day and the limited measurement time for
this long etalon. The frequency instability of the 1069 nm laser with the wedged EOM is not
limited by RAM. The EOM shows RAM voltage fluctuations on a level of 1.6(0.1) ppm (at 1 s).
The instability caused by RAM is below the thermal noise limit for averaging times <10 s. We
observe a measurable difference in noise caused by RAM, whether the 729 nm laser is stabilised
to the cavity, or blocked. As for the 729 nm laser, we do not find evidence for an influence of the
second laser on the RAM of the 1069 nm laser.

3.3. Fractional frequency instability

The investigation of the laser fractional frequency instability is shown in Fig. 5. Here, the
individually and simultaneously locked laser instabilities are shown. The instabilities for the
729 nm laser in both cases are nearly indistinguishable and they only separate for long averaging
times >10 s. The laser instability appears lower than the level expected by the amount of RAM
measured (for 1 − 10 s). Typically, etalons causing RAM noise vary slowly over time for example
due to changes in air temperature and other laboratory conditions. Subsequent measurements
can therefore yield slightly different RAM fluctuations.
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photodiodes measure the remaining power fluctuations of the light transmitted through the cavity.211

The PTN of both cavities, 729 nm and 1069 nm, is mainly limited by the power fluctuations of212

the 1069 nm laser, which can be explained by the larger absorption-to-transmission ratio for the213

1069 nm light compared to 729 nm light.214

3.2. Residual amplitude modulation (RAM)215

In the PDH lock the laser light needs to be phase modulated with a fixed frequency. The216

demodulation of the reflected light of the cavity converts laser frequency fluctuations into217

amplitude fluctuations of an electronic signal. Additional optical amplitude fluctuations at the218

modulation frequency are called RAM and result in an offset of the electronic error signal that219

can change with time and thus compromise the frequency stability of the laser. One cause of220

RAM is birefringence in the EOM [60,61]. Another cause is that parasitic etalons affect the light221

amplitude of the carrier and sidebands differently [59,62]. There are stabilisation schemes which222

can mitigate the effect of RAM [62,88–93].223

We investigated the fractional frequency instability added by RAM for two cases. First,224

we showed the fractional frequency instability caused by RAM for each laser by physically225

blocking the light of the other laser. Second, we stabilised both lasers to the cavity to observe226

cross-correlations which might increase the amount of RAM compared to the first case.227

We measured RAM using a method similar to the one described in [24]. For this, we measured228

the laser frequency to voltage conversion (frequency discriminant) by modulating the PDH error229

signal with a known voltage and measured the corresponding frequency change at the frequency230

comb while the laser was locked to the cavity. This resulted in ≈ 60 kHz
V for both lasers. For the231

measurement of RAM we tuned the laser away from resonance (around 150 MHz). The voltage232

fluctuations were measured and multiplied by the frequency discriminant to get the frequency233

instability caused by RAM.234

Fig. 5. Evaluation of the laser instability. Figure a) shows the instability of the
729 nm laser including the effects of RAM and PTN. RAM clearly limits the frequency
instability of the 729 nm laser. Figure b) shows the instability of the 1069 nm laser
and the effects due to RAM and PTN. All shown modified Allan deviations for laser
frequency instabilities are with linear drift subtracted. All errors shown in the RAM
and lasers frequency instabilities only represent the statistical error of that measurement.
They do not include larger errors due to day-to-day fluctuations or measurement device
errors.

In Fig. 5 a) [b)] we see the fractional frequency instability of the 729 nm [1069 nm] laser235

Fig. 5. Evaluation of the laser instability. Figure a) shows the instability of the 729 nm laser
including the effects of RAM and PTN. RAM clearly limits the frequency instability of the
729 nm laser. Figure b) shows the instability of the 1069 nm laser and the effects due to
RAM and PTN. All shown modified Allan deviations for laser frequency instabilities are
with linear drift subtracted. All errors shown in the RAM and lasers frequency instabilities
only represent the statistical error of that measurement. They do not include larger errors
due to day-to-day fluctuations or measurement device errors.

For the 1069 nm laser the the noise is very similar but the frequencies in the locked and
unlocked cases can differ by a small amount. The difference between the measurements is
limited by differential optical path length changes through optical fibres, or by small RAM
fluctuations caused by the laboratory conditions changing during the experiments, and therefore
differ between measurements.

4. Conclusion

We investigated the possibility of achieving narrow-linewidth lasers at very different optical
frequencies by locking them to the same mirror pair. The laser instability due to RAM is not
correlated between the two lasers. In the case of PTN, we could see a clear correlation between
frequency shift and power modulation. The light absorption of both lasers contributes to the PTN
of each laser. The effect of PTN on the fractional frequency instability of the 729 nm laser is
below 2 × 10−16(1 s) and thus smaller than the thermal noise limit. For the fractional frequency
instability of the 1069 nm laser, the PTN sensitivity was even below 1 × 10−17(1 s) due to a
coherent cancellation between PTR and PTE. The overall laser fractional frequency instability is
3 × 10−15 for the 1069 nm laser, which is around two times larger than the estimated thermal
noise limit. We attributed the discrepancy to non-stabilised path lengths in the optical setup.
For the 729 nm frequency lock, the fractional frequency instability was limited by RAM caused
by a parasitic etalon and it only reached a level of 1.3 × 10−14(1 s). This can be improved by
eliminating the etalon, by finding the reflective surface, or by suppressing it using additional
optical isolators. In general the thermal-noise floor and the insensitivity to RAM can be further
improved by employing longer cavity spacers, thereby being able to achieve even lower length
instability. In conclusion, we demonstrated that dual-wavelength coatings provide a performance
similar to single-wavelength coatings in narrow-linewidth laser stabilisation and can even reduce
thermal noise components through coherent cancellation.
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